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2TESTS OP LACING BARS.
I.
lUTRODUCTIOlI.
The function of lacing "bars in a "built-up column section
is to hold the flange members together and to make the coluznn
act as a unit. The stress on any bar may "be either tension or
compression. The investigation descri'bed in this thesis was
taken up with a view of determining experimentally the following:
(1) the distri"bution of stresses in the lacing "bars in "built-up
column sections due to flexure, and the effectiveness of various
systems of lacing; and (2) the action of individual lacing "bars of
various cross section under compression loads. To study the ef-
fectiveness of systems of lacing and the distri"bution of stresses
among lacing "bars, short lengths of laced columns were tested in
flexure.
BRIEF OUTLIUE OF THE WORK.
The statement of the purpose of the thesis at the same
time gives a "brief outline of the work. While the tests of Speci-
mens ITos. 1-3 and Nos. 36-38 were not carried on consecutively,
yet, for the purposes of the thesis, they may "be grouped together
under one head and the tests of the small specimens under another
head.
The lacing "bars used in Specimens Nos. 1-3 were of the
same section, 2 l/2" x s/S" flats. A careful record of the amount
of deformation on "both sides of each "bar was kept, with an idea
to see if there was an even distrihution of stress, and if not,
what distri"bution could reasonably he expected. The lacing "bars of

Specimens ITos. 3'6-38 were also flats, TDut 1 l/2" x s/s" "bars were
used in Nos. 36 and 37. For the drawing of these specimens see
Figs. Nos. 3^^j4-__, The ohject in testing these specimens was
to determine the efficiency of various systems.
In the smaller specimens, Nos. 4-35 inclusive, "bars of
various lengths and sections were riveted up in pairs and the sec-
tions tested as columns. The Toars in each case acted separately
and so the eccentricity of loading in each case was determined, as
is explained farther along in the thesis.

II.
THEORY AND AVAILABLE DATA
The theory and availa'ble data on lacing bars is rather
scarce and the formulae are generally empirical. Column analysis
assumes that the component angles or channels will act as a unit,
but it is a question if the ordinary riveted column does so act.
If the component mem'bers of a section act independently, the con-
ditions of column action will not agree with the assumptions usu-
ally made. The lacing "bars serve as the medium tending to "bring
a'bout such unity of action. The "bars are most likely to fail in
compression, since under compression they act as long columns ec-
centrically loaded. The tests herein described show the necessity
of using very low working loads on lacing "bars. Even in short
lacing "bars the maximum average load per unit of area of cross-
section carried is only a"bout one-half the yield point strength
of the material. In order to make a comparison, samples of the
specimens were o"btained and tested in compression and tension and
the results are shown in Ta"bles Uo.
.
From an inspection of the tests, it is seen that the
ultimate strength of the individual lacing "bars varies consideralDly
with the length. The very same sections, as shown in Specimens
No. 6 and No. 23, with lengths of 8" and 20" respectively, have
a difference in carrying capacity of 12 000 Ih. The first formula
for determining the eccentricity that suggested itself is S - ^ >- ^
in which it is seen that the item of length is not included. In
this formula
I = moment of inertia.
S = unit ultimate.
P = load.
A = area of section.
M = moment of load.
c = distance from neutral axis to extreme fibre
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To include this item of length a formula for columns eccentrical-
ly loaded, derived in Chapter XV of "Ketchum» s Steel Mill Build-
ings", was used. In this formula it is seen that all is known
"but the eccentricity, and iDy solving, this value may "be determined.
The formula is:
c - ^ L. Pxe X y
- VT'
where S = ultimate strength per sq. in.
P = load applied.
A = area in sq. in.
e = eccentricity.
y = distance of extreme fihre from neutral ajcis.
I = moment of inertia of "bar ahout its axis perpendic-
ular to the width.
1 = length of specimen in inches.
C = constant, varying with the condition of the ends,
and in this case was considered as 32.
E = modulus of elasticity of steel = 28 000 000.
The sign after "I" in the denominator was taken as minus
(-), the specimen heing in compression. The value of "P" was taken
as one-half the ta"bulated value of the load on the "built-up speci-
men, "because the "bars acted independently of each other, and the
ultimate strength was pro"ba'bly twice as much for the two "bars
as for either one of them acting separately.
It is seen that in the a"bove formula "S" may "be determined
from the samples tested as indicated in Ta"ble No. ^ . Also
any other of the items in the formula, except "e", may "be deter-
mined, depending on the section under consideration. The values
of "e" shown in Ta"ble No. 3 were derived from the application
of this formula. On the flats it will be noticed that this value
is a*bout 1/7 of the thickness of the har. The value of "e" figured
from the formula s = - + — , which on the flats reduces to
S ^
^
e = 0.0586
^
- 0.0626, varies "but little from the values as figured
on the shorter "bars; hut it will be noticed that if the length

is not considered, the value of "e" will depend to a great extent
on the ultimate of the specimen, which would not be a fair assump-
tion.
It is evident that a.ny difference in stress of any two
sections of a column is taken up "by the lacing "bars. If a load
is uniform throughout the length of one channel, no stress would
"be carried "by the lattice "bars. Such stress is developed whenever
there is a change in the relative amount of loads carried by the
two channels. If at any particular section the division of load
is unequal, it is evident that the lacing "bars must he called into
action to transmit this stress, and that transverse shear exists
in the interval "between the points where there is an equal divis-
ion of load and an unequal division of load. It would "be interest-
ing to know what part of this shear is taken "by the various bars,
but in general the conditions producing this will be complex, ren-
dering analysis unsatisfactory, except in so far as the shear may
be due to a kno-im eccentricity of loading. Generally the stress
in the bars directly under the load is a maximum in the section,
but in some of the tests the reverse was true, the bars furthest
away receiving the maximum stress.
The following quotations from various authorities give
the current practice on lacing bars at the present time.
Ketchum - Specifications:
1. -Lacing bars are used to resist shear due to bending
and the diagonal shear in the member.
2. -Size and spacing of lattice bars to be duly propor-
tioned to size of member. Must not be less in- width than 1 l/2"
for members 6" in width, 2" for members 12" in width, 2 l/4" for
members 15" in width, nor 2 l/2" for members 18" and over in width.

73. -Single lattice iDars shall have a thickness not less
than 1/40 the distance hetween the rivets connecting them to the
memhers.
Douhle lattice "bars shall have a thickness not less than
1/6O the distance hetween the rivet s , providing the "bars are con-
nected "by a rivet at their intersection.
Single hars should he inclined at an angle not less
than 60 degrees to the axis of the member, and douhle lacing with
riveted intersections not less than 45 degrees.
4. -Lattice hars shall he so spaced that the portion of
the flange included hetween their connection shall he as strong
as the meraher as a whole. The pitch of the lattice hars must not
exceed the width of the channel plus 9 inches.
5. -Rivets in Flanges - 5/8" rivets shall he used for
latticing flanges less than 2 l/2" in width; 3/4" for flanges from.
2 1/2" to 3 1/2" in width; 7/8" rivets shall he used in flanges
3 1/2" in width and over, and lattice hars with two rivets shall
he used for flanges over 5" wide.
Dufour
:
"Bridge Engineering", p. 219, 1909 edition, gives a tahle
of lacing har thicknesses on the assumption of t =
-^0 for single
lacing and t = ^ for douhle lacing.60
Johnson, Bryan and Turneaure:
Use angles in long lattice hars to get less area to
resist compression.
Width should equal three times diameter of rivet.
Douhle lattice hars to he used in all memhers having
clear width hetv/een wehs of more than 20".
The hook also includes a tahle of har thicknesses.

8Cain"brla:
P. 258, 1909 edition, gives a talDle of lattice "bar thick-
nesses, weights, etc.
American Bridge Co. Standards:
This contains an extensive tahle which would prove valu-
a'ble in the design of lacing "bars.

III.
MATERIALSj^JEST^
(a) Material sj
Only one material was used in the tests and that was
medium steel. The properties of this are given in Tahle No. ^ .
The tatle giving the sizes of the specimens will he found on pages
No5. \2j5 4/4.
(b) Test Pieces:.
The first three specimens tested were "built-up pieces,
the elevation of Specimen No. 1 "being shown in Fig. No. Z Spe-
cimens Nos. 2 and 3 were laced sirailarlj'', the only difference
"being in the distance "back to "back of channels.
The next specimens tested were 32 pieces, two lacing
"bars heing riveted together and tested as a column. The drawings
of the different specimens are shown in Pigs. No. on the
sheets with the graphs.
The last three specimens were "built-up similar to the
first three tested. The drawing of specimen No. 36 is shown in
Fig. No. x3 ' Specimen No. 37 is sim.ilar to No. 36 with the ex-
ception of the rivet at the intersection. The last specimen
tested in the general thesis, No. 38, is shown in Fig. No. 4" «
(c) Apparatu s
:
The Three-screw Olsen Testing Machine was used on all
of the "built-up specimens. To get the deflection on the "bars of
the first three specimens an extensometer was used, while in the
last three tests the dial extensometer was used to o"btain the de-
flection of the specimens.
On the tests of the 32 small specimens, the Twin-screw
Riehle was used in connection v/ith the autographic device.

( d ) Metho d s of Test Ing
:
The method of testing the large specimens is shown in
Figs. Ho. 3> ^ . The specimens were tested as simple iDeams
with the loads concentrated in the middle through a spherical seat.
The ends were supported on knife edges to make the support as con-
centrated as possihle. In the first test the distance center to
center of supports heing only two feet, the talkie of the machine
was wide enacigh to receive the supports. In the tests of the other
huiit-up specimens, however, it was necessary to extend the tahle
hy means of I-ucams, as shown in the diagrams.
As has "been mentioned before, and as will "be shown in
tables, extensometer readings were taken on each "bar throughout
the test of Specimens Hos. 1,2, and 3. Gage points 3" apart were
located "both on the inside and outside of each "bar and extensom-
eter readings 7«rere taken on "both sides of each of 12 bars at each
increment of load applied (24 readings in all). The amount of
load taken by each bar was not estimated by these readings, the
object being to determine the character of stress in each bar.
The second part of the test was the testing of 32 speci-
mens, built up by riveting together pairs of lacing bars of vari-
ous cross-sections and testing the specimens as columns. These
tests were carried on in the Twin-screv/ Riehle, in connection with
the autographic device. As a check on the yield point as deter-
mined by the break in the curve on the autographic device, the last
fev/ specimens v/ere white-v/ashed , and the scaling of the white-
wash seemed to take place slightly before the break in the curve,
indicating that the white-wash method is a little more sensitive
than the curve.

The last three specimens tested were "built-up speci-
mens and were tested in the Three- screv.' Olsen machine. These,
too, were white-washed and the results of these tests are given
under the discussion of each test.
The last tests made were tests to determine the physical
properties of the steel used. TalDles No. give the
sizes of specimens tested and the results hoth in tension and com-
pression. For the most part the unit stress at yield point in
compression v/as found to "be slightly in excess of the tension
values. These specimens were all white-washed before tested and
the yield points as determined "by this method in the tension speci-
mens agreed remarkably well with the beam drop, in many cases the
two occurring almost simultaneously. The autographic device was
not used on the tension tests. The scaling of the whitewash on
the compression tests did not seem to work very v;ell. In the
tension tests the specimens were marked with four one-inch gage
marks before testing and the measurerient betwe'-n o inches taken
over the fracture.
|*-L0C3C|
I
t^Hoad of N/\ach»(O0
Fig. No. 1 shov/s
the method of ap-
plying load on
tests of small
specimens
.
i

IV.
EXPERI^IEITTAL DATA ANI) DI SCUSS1 0X_.
The data taken on the tests may "be divided into two
parts, that on the "built-up specimens and that on the small speci-
mens. The following tahles give a list of the specimens tested
and a summary of the results obtained. The first tahle gives the
results on the "built-up specimens.
Part I.
Ta"ble ITo
Specimei. Section. Lacing Bars. Distance Ultimate Remarks
C.toC.of of
No. Inches. Rivets. Specimen
In. Ih
1 AAA/
3--
37
3^ TTTVTT
: 1/2 X 3/8
2 1/2 X 3/8
? 1/2 X 3/s
: 1/2 X 3/8
1 1/2 X 3/8
I 1/2 X 3/8
14
20 1/4
16 l/s
ie> i/e
12 3/8
46 550 See p . /7.
» 22.
23.
27.
2^.
38 820
33 100
36 300
28 400
29 000

The following tabbies give a list of the small specimens
tested. In Tatle No. Z the dimensions of the specimens and the
physical proj)erties of the metal of which they are composed are
given; a,nd in Tahle No. ^3 the results of the tests and compu-
tations are given.
Part II.
Tahle No. 2 .
Av. Unit
Stress of
Specimen Section Dimensions Material Distance
Lacing at Yield C.toC.of Remarks
No. Bars Inches. Point Rivets
(Compress.) In.
Lh./Sq.In.
4 Flats 2 1/2 X 3/8 47 000 8 See p. 38
5 M 2 1/2 X 3/8 47 000 8 II n
6 n 2 1/2 X 3/8 46 900 8 II «
13 II 2 1/2 X 3/8 47 100 14 II 3^
14 It 2 1/2 X 3/8 45 450 14 It
n
21 II 2 1/2 X 3/8 47 000 20 II 40
22 It 2 1/2 X 3/8 46 900 20 II n
23 n 2 1/2 X 3/8 46 900 20 11 n
30 II 2 1/2 X 2/8 40 700 14 11 41 No
filleri
31 II 2 1/2 X 3/8 37 600 14 11 H "
32 It 2 1/2 X 3/8 37 600 20 It 42 "
33 H 2 1/2 X 5/8 37 600 20 H rt »
34 n 2 1/2 X 3 /8 42 350 8 II 43
35 n 2 1/2 X 3/s 37 600 8
7 Angles 1 3T ^ 1 f X
1
41 600 8 II 44
8 II II II II 41 600 8 II n
9 II It It It 41 600 8 II
(Continued on next page)

Talole No. (Cont'd)
Specimen
No .
Section
Lacing
Bars
Dimensions
Inches
Av. Unit
Stress of
Material
at Yield
Point
(Compress.
)
Lh./Sq.In.
Distance
C.toC.of
Rivets
In.
Remarks
±o Angles 1 4 X 1 4 X4 4 4 42 1004 14 See p •45"
16 II II " 42 100 14 It n
17 It II " 42 100 14 It n
n II It
" 42 100 20 II 46
25 It It " 42 100 20 It n
26 It It " 42 100 20 n n
10 Channels3 2 X 0.21 39 000 8 It 47
11 II II 39 000 8 It II
12 II It 8 II
lo 2 X 0.17 42 100 14 It 43
ly It ti 42 100 14 It u
20 It tt 42 100 14 It H
d 1 It II II 42 100 II
o o It It 42 100 20 tt
29 n 11 It 42 100 20 It n
Note:-
Area of 2 flats 2 1/2 " X 3/8 " = 1.875 sq .in.
II
" 2 angle s 1 3/4" X 1 3/4" X 1/4 = sq. in
M
" 2 channels 2" x 0. 21 " = 1.46 sq. in.
II II 2 " 2" X 0. 17 " = 1.32 sq. in.

TalDle No. .
Load at Load at Unit
Specimen Yield Pt. Ultimate Ultimate »e"
No. of Specim. Specimen Specimen (Computed) Remarks
from Curve from Curve LlD./Sq.In. Inches
Lb, Lb,
A UUU "Z QOO OAA<iUU OAdO y| AA4UU U . U /U J? lat s 8 " . c .
O 1 A±4 ouu 1 AAAUUU 1 Qly DAAoUU A AO A
UUU "Z oOO CAAOUU OAdO ^^AAoUO U.Q' fO
13 16 000 31 100 16 600 0.078 Flats 14" o.c.
1 A T Alo UUU <CO OUU ±0 •ZAAoUU .088
UUU OAA<5UU p.AAOUU A A A "ZU • U b iJa ts 20 " o.c.
OO X 1 UUU do PvAAOUU 10 OAA<cUU A Ac;.
c
U.UOO
lo UUU CO AAAdUU t A14 OAA/SUU .Odd
30 27 500 POO OO HADUUU A 0*^0U « UO<i •f 14
Ox ouu "SIROO P»AAOUU ly AAAUUU » Uoy tl No
filler
OU UUU o<s P»AAOUU 1 /' 4UU .025 t» 20 "
«jO OU UUU OU OAA/UU 10 / AA4UU A A "Z TU .UOl tt If n
UUU 46 200 24 700 0.038 n 8 "
OO oU AAAUUU 40 700 24 400 .029 n tl II
I
o o P> AAOUU 34 800 21 200 0.220 Angles 8" o.c.
oO OUU 35 000 21 350 0.218 11 II
9 27 500 35 000 21 350 0.218 ft 11
15 22 500 29 000 17 700 0.313 »» 14"
16 22 500 29 000 17 700 0.313 It If
17 22 500 30 000 18 300 0.295 « fi
24 26 000 28 900 17 600 0.310 ft 20"
25 25 000 28 100 17 100 0.326 n II
26 25 000 27 500 16 800 0.336 n tl
(Continued on next page)

TaT)le No. ,5 (Cont»d)
Je
Load at
Specimen Yield Pt
No
.
Load at Unit
Ultimate Ultimate
of Specim. Specimen Specimen
from Curve from Curve LTD./Sq.In.
"e"
(Computed) Remarks
Inches
LlD.
xu 29 500 44 900 ou u
.
Clian
.
o o.c.
X J. 27 500 44 800 ou ouu U • X4tO ti
T Ol«s c r\r\oOO 46 000 ol OUU A T OOU . l<iO
18 27 500 37 000 28 000 0.249 Chan. 14"o.c.
19 27 500 38 200 29 000 0.224 tt It
20 30 000 37 400 28 300 0.241 M n
27 ,30 000 35 100 26 600 0.284 Chan. 20" o.c
28 30 000 34 900 26 400 0.288 n H
29 28 000 36 000 27 300 0.264 ti II

SPECIMEN NO. 1.
WE5T ELEVATfON . 3ECT10N .
The above is a section and elevation of Specimen No. 1.
The channels are 2-8"-ll l/4# sections, 4.70" hack to hack. The
lacing hars are 2 l/2" x 3/8", 8.nd the rivets are 3/4" in diameter,
air haimnered. The load was applied in the center as shown hy the
arrow.
The upper channel showed signs of failure directly under-
neath the load at 20 000#, and stress lines hegan to appear on the
ends of hars on the inside at 30 000#. The specimen practically
failed at 30 000#. There was no sign of failure on the outside of
hars.
The ultimate was 46 550#, hoth lacing and channels fail-
ing. The accompanying tahle gives extensometer readings for vari-
ous load increments, hut there seems to he no law followed in re-
gard to the stress taken hy the hars. Some of the hars received
little or no stress throughout, and those that did receive stress
did so in a very irregular manner. The amount of load in each har

was not determined, however. Ears Nos. 1, 3, and b are "over" "bars,
and Nos. 2, 4, and 6 are "under" "bars.
In order to get extensometer readings, gage points 3" o.c.
were located Tooth inside and outside of each har. Readings were
taken for each increment of load, 24 readings Toeing taken. Gen-
erally, the outside fi^bres of the Toars showed tension, while the
inside showed compression, indicating that the tendency was for the
"bars to hend out and the channels to come together. Tahle ITo. 4
gives the actual readings taken, while the following ta"bles give
the results, the average values "being the average of tension and
compression in each "bar, or average of the values as they were
taken.
The ta"ble shows that no aTosolutely definite rule may he
laid down for the amount of stress taken hy each har in a huilt-up
section.

/v9
TaT^le No
.
A.
Readings taken from Extensometer
taken on Sp ecimen No. 1.
Gage Points 3" o . c
.
West
Location 1 000# 10 000# 20 000# 40 OOOa'^
No. 1 Outsiae 59.0 58.1 58.2 55.5 54.5
Inside 60.5 62.0 63.0 U O . V.' fiQ n
No. 2 Outside 57.0 57.5 60.2 56.0 55.5
Inside 60.5 62.2 63.8 DO . V.' fits o
No. 3 Outside 63 .
2
60 .5 60.0 56.8 56.0
Inside 62.5 63.5 65.0 U r . o 68 .5
No. 4 Outside 66 .5 65 .0 64.5 61.5 62.5
Inside 61 .5 63.5 64.2 O ( »\J
No. 5 Outside 71.5 72.5 70.5 69.5 70.0
Inside 64.0 64.0 64.0 DO . O AA P\
No. 6 Outside 65 .8 65 .5 64.0 61.5 61.8
Inside 67.0 70.0 70.0 7'S
East
No. 1 Outside 70.9 69.2 68.8 66.5 66.0
Inside 70.0 70.2 72.2 7 7
No. 2 Outside 65 .8 63.5 63.8 61.4 60.5
Inside 67.0 66.5 70.0 DO . U 7n ^
No. 3 Outside 61 .
7
59 .8 60.0 57.0 55.5
Inside 61.0 62.5 63.5 0^: » D A« P»Do • O
No. 4 Outside 60.8 59.0 59.0 57.0 57.0
Inside 61.5 63.0 64.0 D^ . U A"? RD f . O
No. 5 Outside 61.0 59.2 59.0 58.2 57.8
Inside 58.0 59.0 59.5 R Q P> 3 y . o
No. 6 Outside 65.0 64.5 63.0 61,0 62.5
Inside 66.0 68.5 72.0 70.5 71.8

20
Ta'ole No. »5
Re sul t s of Read!ng s Shovm in Ta"ble No
From Specimen No. 1
.
T = Tension.
C = Compression.
West
Ear No
.
Location 1 000# 10 000# 20 000# AO oon^i-\JKJ\J^f
No. 1 T 0,9 1 u • O T 3.5 T 4.5
Inside C 1.5 c 2.5 n 9 R C) . O
No. 2 Out csi (s\J iA W O X vA C c 0.5 nw O • (i T 1.0 T 1.5
Inside c 1.7 C 3.3 n\j 9 p
No. 3 T 2.7 1 T 6.4 T 7.2
Inside C 1.0 c 2.5 n\j A ft n\j D . I
J
No. 4 T 1.5 T 9 O T 5.0 T 4.0
Inside C 2.0 c 2.7 C 5.5 C 5,0
No. 5 Out side n T 1 T 2.0 T 1.5
Inside C 2.5 C 0,5
No. 6 Outside T T 1.8 T 4.3 T 4.0
Inside C 3.0 3.0 C 5.3 C 8.5
East
No. 1 Out side T 1.7 T 9 1 T 4.4 T 4.9
Inside C 0.2 C 2.2 r» 4. n n\y f . o
No. 2 Outside T 2.3 T 9 T 4.4 T 5.3
Inside T 0.5 C 3.0 Q 1 r;
No. 3 Outside T 1.9 T 1 . 7 T 4.7 T 6.2
Inside C 1.5 C 2.5 C 3.5 C 7.5
No. 4 Outside T 1.8 1 ft T 3.8 T 3.8
Inside C 1.5 c 2.5 2.5 C 6.3
No. 5 Outside T 1.8 T 2.0 T 2.8 T 3.2
Inside C 1.0 C 1.5 C 1.5 C 1.8
No. 6 Outside T 0.5 T 2.0 T 4.0 T 2.5
Inside C 2.5 C 6.0 C 4.5 C 5.8

Ta'ble No. S ,
Average Results of Readings Shovm
in Ta'ble No. ^ .
From Specimen No. ~1
.
west
Bar No. 1 000# 10 000# 20 000# 30 000# 40 000#
No. 1 c 0.3 c 0.9 T 0.5 C 2.0
JMO . <; u nL> J. • 1 nL< o • o i u . o nL<
JNO . O u 1 r> Qu . y i U . 4 i u • o 1 U . D
JnO . ft u n u . o n n id PL- u . o pU u • u
JNO . u u . 1 U . D U . o i u . D
NO . D U 1.4 riL. U . D n U • D
East
No. 1 T 0.8 c 0.1 T 0.2 c 1.2
No. 2 T 1.4 c 0.5 T 1.7 T 0.9
No. 3 T 0.2 c 0.4 T 0.6 C 0.7
No. 4 T 0.2 c 0.4 T 0.7 G 1.3
No. 5 T 0.4 T 0.3 T 0.7 T 0.7
No. 6 n 1.0 n 2.0 C 0,3 C 1.7
The alDOve ta^bles show that while the deforaation is
generally proportional to the stress, yet tiiere is no regularity
in the character of stress to he taken "by any particular har. As
has "been noted, some of the hars are stressed Tery slightly through-
out the entire load, whereas others were stressed considerahly.
Much of this irregularity must he due to the fahrication.

REHUHKS ON SPECIMM ITO . 2 ,
_
Specimen Fo. 2 was laced up similarly to Specimen No. 1,
the only difference "being that in this specimen the distance hack
to hack of channels was 9.85". The lacing hars were 2 l/2" x 3/8"
and the channels 8" - 11 l/4# sections, the rivets heing 3/4" as
hefore. The distance hetween knife edges, or supports, in this
specimen was 3' -6", the rivets "being 14" o.c. along the channels.
The method of applying load and conducting the test was similar to
that explained in Specimen No. 1. The 3" gage points were located
on the inside and outside of each "bar, and extensometer readings
were taken as each increment of load was applied. The first three
specimens not heing white-washed, perhaps the first signs of failure
were not as noticeahle as in the last specimens tested, yet in
this specimen tha-e were no sigiis of failure until a load of 19 000#
had "been applied. At this point there were loud cracking noises
,
as if rivets were slipping, and also the top channel "began to show
slight signs of failure at the center. At 20 000#, stress lines
hegan to appear on the "bars directly under the load, or "bars Nos.
3 and 4 on each side, and at 23 000# these were noticeahly "bowed
out, and from 25 000 to 30 000# these bars seemed to he receiving
the greatest stress. At 25 000# the extreme end hars, No. 6 on
each side, hegan to fail and at the end showed perhaps the worst
failure of any of the hars. The heam dropped at 38 820#.
While the extensometer readings were taken just as in
the test of Specimen No. 1, it is not considered valuable to give
these results for this test. Generally the outside fibres of bars
were in tension, and inside in compression, the amount being pro-
portional to the load. This test showed that point very clearly.

REEIAEKS ON SPECDOIT N0 ._ 3 »
The system of lacing of Specimen No. 3 was similar to
that employed in Specimens Nos. 1 and 2, in this specimen the dis-
tance "back to "back of channels "being 16 l/2", channels, lacing iDars,
and rivets "being same as in first two specimens. All of the rivet-
ing on the first three specimens was done iDy the iron workers on
Lincoln Hall and seemed to "be a first class job. The distance
"between knife edges on this specimen v^as 3* -7 l/2". Extensometer
readings were taken as "before.
The general results of the test of this specimen were
the same as given in Specimen No. 2. The increased length of the
lacing "bars of course reduced the strength of the specimen , "but
the saine phenomena appeared at smaller loads. The cracking noise
was noted at 16 000# and top channel was sagging noticea"bly at
19 000#. Prom 20 000# up to 30 000#, hars Nos. 3 and 4 on both
sides failed more and more, and after 25 000# had "been reached
"bar No. 6 on "both sides failed completely, just as noted in the
specimen "before. The ultimate load on this specimen was 33 100#.
As before, the extensometer readings showed that the
tendency v/as for the top channel to crush down, thereby bending
the lacing bars out. This would cause the outer fibres of bars
to be in tension and inner fibres to be in compression, this amount
being proportional to the load applied. In some fev; cases there
were exceptions to this, however, for some of the bars appeared to
take little or no stress. As has been noted, it seems to be nearly
impossible to determine the stress any particular bar would take.

Elevation . section
The aibove is a section and elevation of Specimen No. 36.
The channels are 2 - 8" - 11 l/4# sections, 9 3/4" hack to hack,
making a total of 12" hetween rivet lines. The lacing hars are
1 l/2» X 3/8" riveted at the intersections, and the rivets are s/s"
in diameter. The load was applied in the center as shown "by the
arrow, similar to the tests on Specimens No. 1-3.
The entire specimen was white-washed so that the first
signs of failure would he more distinctly sho^vn. In order to get
the deformation, a dial extensometer was attached to the head of
the machine and readings were taken at small load increments. The
accompanying curve shoves the result of these readings. One divis-
ion on the extensometer indicates a deflection of l/bOO of an inch.

RE5£ARKS ON TEST 0? SPECDIM UP. 56.
In the following remarks it might he well to note that
on the East Elevation, Bars Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7 are "over" hars,
and Bars Nos. 2, 4, 6, and 8 are "under" hars, and on the West
Elevation just the reverse is true, as is indicated in Fig. No . v3 .
The two elevations are identical.
The white-wash hegan to crack at the intersection of the
hars at 7 000#, hut, of course, that was no sign of failure.
The first cracking of white-wash was noticed on inside
#8E at 13 000#; also inside of #1E at 14 000, very slight however.
The next place noticed was #6E at 15 000# and hoth #3E and #3¥
at 18 000#. All of the stress lines so far appeared at the top of
hars on inside up to 20 000#, except on #1E, #6E, and #8E, and #3W.
No stress lines had appeared on the outside at 22 000#. Rivet
slipped at 24 bOO#. Between 22 000# and 28 000# the following hars
showed signs of failure: #8W, extensively on #1¥, #6¥, and ^E.
The top channel hegan to show signs of failure at 26 000# in flanges,
hoth inside and outside. The \veh directly under load hegan to
show signs of failure at 30 000#. Bars #6W, #3E, and #3¥ showed
signs of failure on the outside at 30 000#, this heing the first
stress noticed on outside of hars. The flanges of channels
crinkled hadly at 32 000#. Bars #1¥, #4¥, #7¥, and #2E, and #7E
showed no signs of failure. Bars coming up to top at each end
and seemed to he free from signs of failure. The flanges of channel
on hottom showed signs of failure over supports. The har that
showed the worst failure was #1¥. The heam dropped at 36 300#.
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REMARKS ON TEST OF SPEC IHEF NO , 57,
The next specimen tested was a Touilt-up section, iden-
tically the same as Specimen No. 36 with the exception of the rivets
at the intersection of the lacing "bars. The rivets were omitted
in this specimen. Also, on the West Elevation of Specimen No. 37
the hars are just the reverse of Specimen No. 36 as regards "over"
and "under" "bars. For instance, #1¥ on Specimen No. 37 is an
"over" "bar, instead of an "under" "bar as in Specimen No. 36. As
regards size of channels, the two specimens were identical.
The test was carried on in the same manner also. The
dial extensometer was used, "but in this test for some unexplain-
a"ble reason the results were not satisfactory on this point, and
hence no curve will "be shown giving the relation of stress to
deformation. At the start, according to the extensometer, the
deformation was less for the same loads for Specimen No. 37 than
for Specimen No. 36, "but pro"ba"bly this is not reliable.
The principal trou"ble in this specimen was in the lacing
"bars themselves. Nothing of especial note was noticed until a
15 000# load had heen reached. At this point Bars Nos. 1 and 2
"both E and W "began to show signs of "bending out at the intersection,
a condition which undou"btedly would not have occurred had there
"been a rivet at the intersection. At 20 000# the white-wash "began
to flake off the flanges of the channel, and the inside of Bar No. 6
on "both sides hegan to show signs of failure at the top directly
under the load. As the load was applied, #1 and #2E separated more
and more, "but #7 and #8E did not separate noticeably, the distance
that "bars "bent decreasing from #1 and #2 to #7 and #8. The "beam
dropped at 28 400# and the test shov/ed a pure case of failure of
the lacing "bars. The lacing "bars acting as columns, the strength

Z8
naturally is less for larger ratio of l/r, or the ratio of the
length to the least radius of gyration. When the rivet was left
out at the intersection, the lacing hars acted with twice the
length as when rivet was used, with the consequent loss of strength.
The difference of 8 000# in the load carried shows the difference
in the strength of these two methods of lacing.

SPECLMM NO. 38.
ELE-VATION. 5ECTION .
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REI'jAHKS 0?r SPECIMEN NP_-_ -58
.
The last specimsn tested, ITo. 38, is shown in Pig. 'Ho. ^ ,
As will loe seen, the method of lacing was rather unusual, and per-
haps it would have "been "better to have had "both sides laced up
alike. The channels, as in the other tests of "built-up specimens,
were 8" - 11 l/4# sections, and the lacing "bars were 2 l/2" x s/B",
the rivets "being 3/4" in diameter.
The method of testing was identical with that used in
the tests of Specimens ITos. 36 and 37. The entire specimen was
coated with white-wash to make any signs of failure in the memlDer
more noticeal^le. The dial extensometer was used and good values
were o"btained for the various increments of load. The curve, shown
on^hge 3Z
,
gives the relation of deformation to stress, each
division on the extensometer indicating a deflection of l/500 of
an inch in the specimen. The load increments were taken small at
the end. This was due to the fact that the specimen took the load
very slowly, the deflection "being large, yet the untlimate was
not reached until a load of 29 000# had "been applied. Sometimes
for a period of two minutes the scale "beam would not move. The
failure was distinctly a failure of the channels, while the lacing
"bars seemed to remain in good condition.
There was nothing of especial note in the test except
what has just "been mentioned. The white-wash cracked around the
rivets at 5 000#, "but there were no stress lines at this load. The
first stress lines noticed appeared on Bars Nos. 1, 5, and 6E at
9 000#. nothing else was evident until stress lines appeared on
the outside of 6E at 19 000#. Channel started to flake off white-
wash in we"bs at 17 000#, the stress lines radiating from the points
where "bars were attached, showing that there was considera"ble
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stress iDetween rivets under load, "both on top and iDottom channels.
From this point on, the channels failed more and more, until at
the end they were hadly crippled and "bent out of shape. At 24 000#
Bar No. 4E "began to check, and at 26 000# Bar No. 3E hegan to show
lines in the white -wash, "but aside from this the lacing "bars re-
mained in good shape until the end.
The test proved that the system of lacing was inadequate
for the support of the channels. The distance of 4" "between rivets
simply affords an opportunity of "bending in the channels, and
caused unnecessary stress in them, as was indicated Tby the radi-
ating stress lines.
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The photograph shown "belov; gives an idea of the way the
"built-up specimens were tested; specimen No. 38 is shown in the
machine and the others were tested similarly. The connection of
the dial extensometer may he seen ahove the specimen.

RET^gARKS ON^SPECDMS UOSy 4-55 IMCL.
These specimens were tested in the Riehle Machine, and
on the sheets showing the graphs are also shown the details of the
specimens tested. Also, TahlesNos 2^3g±YQ a summary of the speci-
mens tested and the results o"btained. The ©"bject of the tests on
these speciJiiens was to ohtain the yield point and ultimate of each
specimen. These values were recorded on the autographic device
and reproductions of those curves are shown. Later on, the last
few specimens were white-washed to check the yield point.
In order to get an even "bearing on the specimens, and
so that the load would Toe centrally applied, great care was exer-
cised. The ends of all specimens were run through the shaper in
order to get a smooth surface and a surface perpendicular to axis
of the memher. In placing the specimen in the machine, a wooden
template was used, in order to get the specimen in the exact geo-
metrical center of the head of the machine. There is nothing in
particular to note on the outcome of these tests that the tallies
and curves do not show. The photograph shown on tbgs ¥o. S3
shows the method of failure of each specimen. The method of fail-
ure and the ultimate of similar specimens showed great likeness.
To identify the material in each specimen, the specimens
hore nujnhers,and after the main tests were over, samples "bearing
corresponding num^bers were tested and the results are shown in
Tahles ITos. 7, 3^^ . The value of "S" in the formula for eccen-
tricity was o*btained in this manner.

TABLE m. 7 .
TENSIO!! TESTS ON SAI'.TPLES FROM LACI!TG BARS.
Bar. Taken From Width
in In.
Thickness
in In.
Area in
Sq.In.
1 ) 1.718 0.373 0.6408
2 ) 2 1/2
"
1.727 0.368 0.6355
.)2 ) X 1.714 0.370 0.6342
3 ) 3/8" 1.720 0.369 0.6347
4 ) ±5ars 1.711 0.368 0.6296
'
i
1.731 0.369 0.6388
)
6 )
)
7 )
)
X )
1.723 0.369 0.6358
1.710 0.369 0.6310
1.686 0.376 0.6338
Al-1)
)
Al-3)
Legs of 1.062 0.250 0.2655
Same Angle 1.140 0.251 0.2862
A2-5)
)
A2-8)
1.088 0.251 0.2731
1.124 0.239 0.2687
A2-7)
)
A2-0)
1.116 0.247 0.275 7
1.119 0.251 0.2809
C1W5)
)
GIFS)
)
Giro)
Web & Flanges 1.075 0.165 0.1774
of 0.785 0.190 0.1492
Saine Channel 0.768 0.199 0.1528
C2W3)
)
G2F4)
)
C2?7)
1.093 0.198 0.2164
0.805 0.210 0.1691
0.772 0.212 0.1636

TABLE NO. S .
Results for Talkie No. Z
Tension Tests on Sample s^. frx)m_ La^j^^ Bar s_.
Meaoureraent
Yield Yield Unit Unit over Fracture
Bar V/hitev/ash Beam Drop Ultimate Yield Ultimate ( Original)
LlD. L^. L-h. LT3. JJd. (Length 2")
Sq .In. Sq.In
.
In
1 26 700 27 200 39 000 41 700 60 900 2.82
2 22 000 22 200 38 400 34 600 60 400 2.83
2(Dup) 26 960 28 500 42 250 42 500 66 600 2.80
3 26 300 26 900 38 850 41 400 61 200 2.82
4 25 000 26 000 38 600 39 700 61 300 2.79
5 26 000 27 000 38 900 40 700 60 900 2.89
6 24 500 25 400 37 800 38 500 59 500 2.86
7 2b 000 25 750 37 800 39 600 59 900 2.93
X 24 000 24 050 40 300 37 900 63 600 2.85
Al-1 10 100 11 400 16 600 38 000 62 500 2.80
Al-3 12 000 12 300 17 200 41 900 60 100 2.77
A2-& 11 500 11 500 16 650 42 100 61 000 2.78
A2-8 10 400 10 900 16 300 38 700 60 700 2.72
A2-7 11 700 12 000 17 150 42 400 62 200 2.80
A2-0 11 700 11 900 16 950 41 700 60 400 2.84
C1W5 7 740 7 770 11 500 43 600 64 800 2.70
CIPB 6 700 6 700 9 650 44 900 64 700 2.61
CIFO 6 600 6 600 9 640 43 200 63 100 2.61
C2W3 8 980 13 000 41 500 60 100 2.71
C2F4 7 400 10 380 43 800 61 400 2.51
C2F7 7 000 7 000 10 020 42 800 61 200 2.61

TABLE NO. >9 ^
Compress ion Te sts^j)n_ M^JPIBP^IX^J^I'BP^J^^B^^^^j.
Bar Width
In.
Thicknes.
In.
3 Area
Sq. In.
Yield
Beam Drop
Lh.
Yield
Curve
Unit
Yield
LlD./Sq.
1 2.47 0.367 0.9062 39 000 42 500 46 900
2 2.46 0.370 0.9101 43 400 42 900 47 100
2
(Dupl.
)
3
2.48
2.47
0.369
0.370
0.9152
0.9139
--•
40 300
38
40
500
000
42
43
100
800
4 2.47 0.370 0.9139 38 000 39 500 43 200
5 2.46 0.368 0.9052 39 150 39 000 43 000
6 2 . 46 0.377 . 9272 37 700 37 500 40 500
7 2.46 0.370 0.9105 37 900 44 800 49 200
8 2.48 0.382 0.9472 35 600 35 000 37 000
X 2.45 0.380 0.9310 35 400 35 000 37 600
Chan 1
s
1 2 0.167 0.66 27 900 27 800 42 100
2 2 0.197 0.75 28 500 38 000
2
(Dupl.)
2 0.197 0.75 31 000 30 500 40 70(
Angles
4 4
0.249 0.82 34 600 34 500 42 100
2 0.248 0.82 34 300 34 100 41 600
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INDIVIDUAL LACIKG BAR TESTS
.
TABLE NO.
_10
Average Unit Yield and Average Unit Ultimate
on Specimens 4 to 55 Incl
.
Section Length Unit Unit
in Inches Yield Ultimate
Lh./Sq.In. Lh./Sq.In.
2 1/2 "X 3/8 "har 8 8 990 20 360
with filler
" 14 8 550 15 630
" 20 9 950 14 630
2 1/2 "X 3/8 "har
no filler 8 14 700 24 550
14 14 700 20 500
" 20 16 000 16 900
1 3/4 "X 1 3/4 "X \ ^ 17 000 21 320
Angles
14 13 700 17 900
" 20 15 300 17 170
2*' Channels 8 19 750 30 930
" 14 22 200 28 430
« 20 14 600 26 760

55
The photograph "below shows some of the 32 small speci-
mens after "being tested. The tv/o outside specimens show the charac-
teristic failure of the flats. The second one from the left end
is Specimen No. 31 and shoves the result of unequal distances c. to
c. of rivet holes or some other imperfection in fahrication. It
might "be the result of unequal "bearing, "but considera'ble care v/as
taken to get an even "bearing. The tv/o middle specimens are the
angles, showing two views. The specimens "bent a"bout an axis as
shov/n and the legs riveted together wrinkled. The channel speci-
mens failed "by "bending out.

v._
CONCLUSIOI<rS
.
The conclusion in regard to the huilt-up sections would
be that much cannot "be determined regarding the distribution of
stress. Initial stress put in the members by bending or other
causes, or inexactness in fabrication, may be the cause of a fail-
ure long before the ultimate strength of a perfect specimen had
been reached. The futility of attempting to determine analytical-
ly the stresses in the lacing of built-up sections is apparent from
a study of the results of Specimens Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
In the tests of the lacing bars acting as a column, the
most important thing to be noted is that the ultimate strength
of the cross section cannot be used directly in determining the
strength of a specimen. Only in case of the tests of channel
sections was there more than one-half of the yield point strength
of the section developed. The eccentricity of the loading must
be considered and the section designed as a column eccentrically
loaded.
In the specimens v/hich v;ere white-v/ashed, it was apparent
that in the short and medium length pieces, failure was noticed
first around the rivet; v/hile in the longer pieces scaling began
in the middle of bars, indicating a failure in the bars. In only
one case, however, on Specimen Ho. 35, was a rivet actually sheared
off.
The results of tests on Specimens llTos. 36 and 37 show the
value of rivets at the intersection of double lacing bars, especial-
Ij'v/ith bars of long length. These tv/o specimens, identical v;ith
the exception of rivets at the intersections of bars, show a dif-
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ference of strength of 8 000#.
The results of tests on Specimen No. 38 show the danger
of having too great an unsupported length of channel. Both channels
failed long "before the full strength of the lacing hars had "been
developed.
the specimens in tension and compression given in Tahles Nos.
that the average yield points in tension and compression vary hut
slightly. It would he advisahle to use the value of the yield
point in compression in the design of mernhers under compression,
as the ultimate values of short specimens are indeterminate.
to the yield point the different lengths of lacing "bars follow
no definite law as to strength. The ultimate, however, shows a
decrease of strength with an increase of length. As regards the
ultimates of the different sections, the channels shov; up particu-
larly v/ell, hut these can he used only in single lacing, not over-
lapping.
It v;ill "be noticed from the tests of the materials of
The curves shown show that up
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